
Dialogue App for 
Citizen Space users
Some ideas, examples and tips on how to combine two 
of our apps to make your online engagement even better 
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This is Citizen Space
Hopefully, you already know and love Citizen Space as 
a versatile, powerful consultation management system.



This is Dialogue App
You’ve not met yet. But we think 
you’ll get on great…  
• ideal for generating open 

discussion and ideas amongst 
a set of stakeholders 

• used by the White House and 
Fife Council, HM Treasury and 
Forestry Commission – all sorts 

• has generated suggestions 
from how to save £500m to a 
giant Pirate Laser Quest battle



Essentially, Dialogue App enables a different kind of 
public engagement to Citizen Space – it’s like the 
difference between a community workshop and a 
postal survey. Here’s a few other quick distinctions:

Citizen Space Dialogue App

Engagement Many-to-one (survey) Many-to-many (conversation)

Activity Consultations Discussions

Input Answers, submissions Ideas, comments, ratings

In a line Manage all your consultations Hear ideas from stakeholders

Colour Blue Sort of turquoise

Key distinctions



They work really well together
Combining Citizen Space and Dialogue App can give 
you more ways of running more effective citizen 
participation online. Both apps are pretty flexible so you 
can get creative with the possible configurations. 

!

!

!

Here’s a few examples to get you thinking…



Suggestion 1: start an Ideas Lab!
Open up an ongoing way for stakeholders to 
share creative ideas for improvements



The theory: community ratings
Dialogue App uses a peer 
rating system – anyone can 
rate anyone else’s idea. This 
surfaces the best contributions. 
It’s a great way to find out what 
your citizens themselves think 
are good ideas. 

This makes it ideally suited for 
an ongoing, open Ideas Lab 
about ways to improve a city, 
service or activity.



The practice: how it might work
Open your organisation to the creativity of the public! 

Use Dialogue App to run the Ideas Lab itself, with 
people submitting ideas, ratings and comments. Then 
use Citizen Space to promote the Ideas Lab: showcase 
it as a featured consultation, email consultees and invite 
participation.
Dialogue App: ongoing, open Ideas Lab

Citizen Space: timely interventions to augment the process – emails to 
potential participants, featured consultation, cross-promotion etc



Bristol City Council did it
They had a lot of success with a pioneering,  
mayor-led City Ideas Lab. For more detail, see  
delib.net/customers/mayors-uk 

http://www.delib.net/customers/mayors-uk


“I am launching my Ideas Lab to gather 
your most ground-breaking ideas. 
People will be able to submit ideas as 
well as rate other people's... The 
challenge will be good for Bristol.  
It will give us the chance to try things out 
– and see what happens.” 
George Ferguson, Mayor of Bristol



Suggestion 2: run a one-off ‘competition’!
Demonstrate your commitment to public 
engagement: invite great ideas and take the 
best ones forward when a specific 
opportunity arises (for example, a discrete 
pot of money or a new development).



The theory: an open system
Citizen Space is great for formal 
consultations, where you don’t want 
people to be able to see others’ 
responses. But there are times when 
the most appropriate form of 
engagement is an open conversation. 
That’s where Dialogue App comes in. 

Because people can refine and even 
try to outdo each other’s ideas, it’s a 
great way to find ingenious solutions 
to specific challenges.



The practice: how it might work
As with the City Ideas Lab, you can use Dialogue App 
to run the ideas generation exercise itself, with people 
submitting suggestions, ratings and comments. Then 
use Citizen Space to promote this: showcase it as a 
featured consultation, email consultees and invite 
participation.

Dialogue App: specific ideas generation exercise

Citizen Space: timely interventions to augment the process – emails to 
potential participants, featured consultation, cross-promotion etc



Vattenfall did it
They used Dialogue App to run a £1.8m community 
fund, with people submitting their ideas for how to 
spend the money: powerinthevalleys.vattenfall.co.uk/  

http://powerinthevalleys.vattenfall.co.uk/


“…we need local people to come forward with their ideas. 
Some ideas will develop into projects that will get funded, so 
it really is important for people to get involved at this 
stage. We need to know what could make a difference in 
the area? What is needed? And why?” 
Stephen Holdroyd, Vattenfall project development manager



Suggestion 3: set up a ‘satellite’ system!
Hear from diverse stakeholders or a large 
number of sub-groups by setting up multiple 
discussions and coordinating them centrally



The theory: multiple discussions 
You can set up as many 
separate discussions as you 
like for no extra charge on a 
single Dialogue App licence. 
This makes it a great way of 
hearing from a whole series 
of stakeholders – perhaps 
through local sub-groups 
feeding into a central or 
umbrella body.



The practice: how it might work
Say you’ve got an umbrella body with lots of smaller 
groups underneath it: you can buy a single Dialogue 
App licence and set up each a discussion for each 
group. You can then either manage the whole process 
centrally or give admin rights to staff at the various 
satellites to run the discussions themselves.

Dialogue App instance: holds 
all the discussions in one place

Multiple discussions let 
different groups or areas 

collect their own ideas



Forestry Commission did it
A multiple dialogue setup perfectly suited their regional 
management structure: dialogue.forestry.gov.uk/ 

https://dialogue.forestry.gov.uk/


“Having tools like Citizen Space and Dialogue App at our 
disposal means we are able to engage our stakeholders 
with varying degrees of formality; something that 
is invaluable for an organisation like ours with such a vast 
range of subjects to consult on. The viewpoints and 
feedback we’ve been able to obtain through the tools has 
played an essential role in our decision making.” 
Richard Tatnall, Digital Communications Officer



Suggestion 4: do the ol’ one-two!
Combine Dialogue App and Citizen Space’s 
different modes of engagement to first get 
initial thoughts and then drill into more detail



The theory: layers of participation
Different people are confident at different levels of 
interaction. There are those who will happily give you in-
depth advice (even if you didn’t ask!); there are ‘lurkers’, 
who want to see what you do but rarely participate, 
‘casual’ or ‘slacktivist’ respondents, who’ll join in briefly 
in response to a very particular felt need, and so on and 
so forth. 

Combining Dialogue App and Citizen Space allows you 
to cater for more and different kinds of participation – 
for example, combining open-ended, light-touch ideas 
generation with in-depth polling and surveys.



The practice: how it might work
Combine the two apps to get both top-line input and 
detailed feedback on a given topic.  

Run a Dialogue App and Citizen Space consultation in 
tandem. Use one to gather quick input on a given issue, 
and then dig into more detail with the other. Be sure to 
promote the various ways people can get involved.
One app focuses on quick, easy input – suggestions, or a couple of yes/no answers

This then informs more detailed exercises for those who want to go into depth



Defra did it
It’s allowing them to tailor their activity: http://
defra.dialogue-app.com/ | https://consult.defra.gov.uk/ 

http://defra.dialogue-app.com/
https://consult.defra.gov.uk/


“As part of a wider improvement programme, we wanted to 
move Defra’s consultations onto a digital platform to provide 
better accessibility and quality of service to stakeholders 
and the public. We also decided to provide a uniform style 
of consultation for both Defra and network of agencies, 
which was possible via a cloud based solution” 
Caroline O’Flaherty, Better Regulation Team, Defra 



Get creative – mix and match!
These are just some examples to get you thinking about 
how you might use Citizen Space and Dialogue App 
together. With a single Dialogue App licence you can make 
as many discussions as you want. Use it on projects you’ve 
got coming up (don’t make a microsite every time!), 
combine ongoing and one-off activities or make one 
incredible ongoing discussion to rule them all – it’s up to you!



We’re always here to help

Access to online support, sharing insight 
gleaned over years helping customers 
run engaging consultations. 

• Online Knowledge Base offers a library 
of support articles. 

• Customer support will answer your 
email query within hours. 

• Resources and guides to help you run 
an engaging consultation. 

An account manager who provides 
proactive support from deployment 
through to analysis. 

• Full product training – at your desk via 
screen share. 

• Guidance in consultation and 
engagement best practice. 

• Mid-project review to assess progress 
and opportunities.



“We were very satisfied with the service and 
product provided by Dialogue App...the customer 
service was prompt and thorough.We are very 
likely to use Dialogue App again for future projects.” 
Stephanie Price, Social Marketing Program 
Coordinator, City of Edmonton



Get in on the action

If you want to get a demo, talk to us about nuancing 
Dialogue App for your specific situation or just have a 
couple of questions, please do get in touch.

info@delib.net

1888 966 96771855 207 0161

1800 034 129 0845 638 1848

+44 1173 812 989 (Worldwide)

mailto:info@delib.co.uk


delib.net 
!
Delib Limited, Co. #5158056, 
Registered at 35 King Street, 
Bristol, UK, BS1 4DZ 
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